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While we’re being fucked over every minute of 
our lives the rich bastards who are doing it 
are swanking it up all around us.Their life
styles are so different from ours that they 
might as well be from another fuckin’ planet. 
Just look at the Tatler or Harpers and Queen 
and see them planning their social year....

May
June

Henley Regatta
Polo Cowdrey Park
Eton and Harrow cricket
Yachting at Cowes
Grouse shooting season
Lord Mayors Banquet
Fox hunting season

CLASS WAR CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO:

July
July
August
Aug.12th
Sept.
Nov.

Horse and Hound Ball
Grosvenor House Hotel

Rose Ball
Grosvenor House Hotel

Eton Founders Day

take
in

Everett, 39, and three chums fly out 
this week for a polo tournament

On horseback and armed with

FROM NOW ON THESE EVENTS AREN'T GOING TO BE 
INVITATION ONLY...WE'RE COMING TOO!!
We’re going to get in amongst these bastards 
and make them choke over their picnic ham
pers.

MILLIONAIRESS Lady Beaverbrook bought the 
entire business section of a Tristar jumbo jet 
yesterday so that her dog could travel with her.

The 73-year-old widow of newspaper tycoon Lord 
Beaverbrook paid about £8,000 to book all seats on the 
Air Canada plane to Halifax, Nova Scotia.

the Mansion House at 
action on Sept.29th 

good.About JOO

All this goes on under our fuckin noses,in the 
same world we live in,side by side with our 
everyday life.Yet these bastards get away with 
it scot free....with no aggravation towards 
them at all.Its like there’s an invisible ment
al barrier which stops us going on the attack 
and restricts us to purely defensive actions, 
responding to their attacks.
WELL THESE BAD OLD DAYS ARE GOING TO END....
We need to get in amongst these bastards.No 
more fuckin about on stupid Leftie marches for 
us.No more ’Maggie,Maggie,Maggie....Out,out, 
outs’.No more ‘What do we want...when do we 
want its’.No more 'We demand this,we demand 
that* bollocks.No more ’Save the GLC,solidar
ity with Nicaragua,stop the missiles' crap.No 
more 'Blah,blah,blah,bleat,bleat,bleats'.This 
kind of shit politics is for those whose oppo
sition to the system is merely a hobby .We dont 
need special events to work up enthusiasm for 
a jolly good demo,eh what old chapIOur enemy 
is all around us everyday of our lives- all 
we've got to do is start putting the shits up 
the bastards.
At all the events on the social calendars of 
the rich they expect to be left in tranquillity 
to enjoy themselves.We're supposed to suffer in 
silence,know our places,keep well away from th 
them.After all thats what they give us beer, 
bingo and the Sun for.
BUT HERE’S SOME NEWS FOR YOU SCUMBAGS........

Irates bench, smashed alsharp pointed sticks they chase the 
decanter, grabbed her by the hair | squealing creatures and spear them from 
and snarled: “Get me out off behind.
here.” |

WRECK T« CiVt"
Standing outside
theStop the City
things were looking well
anarchists were chanting FUCK OFF as the 
toe rag of a Lady Lord Mayor was instal
led.The chances of inflicting some se
vere damage on the old bill and the rich 
brat stockbrokers they were protecting 
were looking very rosy.But then the dre
aded 'Upper Heyford disease’,signs of 
which I had diagnosed earlier in the day 
proved that it was still at epedemic pro 
portions among those present

private sec-
I 

ce part in a pig-sticking contest (
India.

______ //.At the end of the day there was 
one broken window,no police or stock
brokers put in hospital,and 205 arrests! 
205 ARRESTS FOR ONE FUCKIN BROKEN WIN
DOW!! This was naturally hailed as a 
great success by the anarchist press, 
considered to be a far greater triumph 
than the Oxford Street fiasco the prev
ious year when a mere 48 anarchists were 
nicked for causing even less damage!
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We have made a small start but it is 
already too much for many of our faint 
hearted anarchists....well,here's bad 
news for you wankers....we aren't 
fuckin about and we aren't going away 
WE AIM TO FINISH THE JOB.
____________  _______ I. The main £ 

symptom of this wasting disease,which is 
100% fatal,is a complete paralysis which 
makes resistence to the police impossibl 
even when they are heavily outnumbered. 
The paralysis also attacks the brain re
sulting in its victims patting police 
horses,chatting to the filth and volunt 
arily getting themselves arrested in the 
absurd delusion that this constitutes 
'direct action’ of some kind.As suff
erers of this dread disease were taken 
away for treatment fellow sufferers made 
no attempt to pull the back or to attack 
the vans taking them to the treatment 
centres

THB SISTER ot Employment! WANAJ
MW*.r Tom Kin, to! held 
hostage with broken glass at I ; 
her throat yesterday in the | 1 
’courtwhere she sits as a 
magistrate.

A. man leaped over the magis-
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itself after a revolution.We don't 
think it should be shoved to one
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A lot. of people have slagged down 
Class War for it's apparent sexist, 
macho image.Most of them have not 
been to any Class War meetings.This 
leads them to make certain assumptions 
about the people involved with Class 
War.Obviously Class War should look 
at itself and the way it comes across. 
It is probably true to say that while 
there is some discussion within Class 
War about these issues,it has not 
done enough to examine and clarify 
it’s position.A brief paragragh 
saying"We•re sexist but we can't 
change overnight" is obviously not 
good enough and although it was not 
intended as such,it could well be 
seen as a complacent statement.

Sectarian
While we recognise such things,we 
feel that much of the criticism 
directed at Class War is largely 
based upon sectarianism.Some people 
have made rigid assumptions about 
Class War and the people involved 
with it and are not going to change 
their minds.This is not an explanation 
to them but a clarification of what 
we think about feminism.
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We are aware that any real revolu
tionary discussion and,more 
importantly,any real revolutionary 
action includes looking at ourselves 
as individuals.Looking at the life
styles we lead and the assumpti onw 
that we make about ourselves 
other people.This obviously applies 
to both women and men.

Vio/cnce
People's ideas about Class War being 
sexist and macho is probably also 
caused by our belief in class viol
ence.We do advocate violence,not 
just in a defensive capacity but in 
an offensive capacity.We're not 
going to wait around until the "right 
moment" or until some-one picks a 
fight with us.We‘re going to fight 
the class enemy on our own grounds.

By STUART HIGGINS 
TEENAGE girls waded 

In with their hand-
* bags and satchels in a 

street brawl between 
rival schools yesterday. 

An eye-witness said: 
’ “ They were going for 

each other hammer and 
tongs.”

Parents and teachers tried 
to break up the 300- 
strong mob but the 
battle ended only when 
the polloe arrived In 
Somnes Avenue, near 
Castlevlew School, ___

Shocked Castle view gov
ernor Dorothy Shaw said 
last night: “ It’s abso
lutely deplorable. 

“ I have been flooded with 
calls from worried > 
parents and I will be ' 
carrying out a full Inves
tigation.”
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PROBATION
UNEMPLOYED Rita James
was placed on probation for 
two years on Tuesday.

James, 49, of Wycliffe 
House, Spencer Grove, Har
old Road, Stoke Newington, 
pleaded guilty to damaging 
a- pane of glass at DHSS 
offices in Sylvester Road, 
Hackney..'

She admitted assaulting 
Pc Daniel Shields a't Stoke 
Newington police station and 
failing to appear at court on 
August 10.

Hclfism

The build up the pacifist,feminist 
image has been lauded and admired 
not just by thfe left but to some 
extent by the media etc..This is 
quite natural,as it easier to deal 
with them when there is confrontation 
because there is no threat of viol
ence. Peaceful, direct action,no matter 
how well orgainised will always only 
have a limited effect and in the 
end is not enough.A possiblypowerful 
and effective group of angry people 
instantly make themselves a non
threat by taking a pacifist line. 
They become a nuisance,not a threat. 
Nothing is going to be handed out 
to us apart from some pathetic token 
gesture to shut us up for a while.

We think the view that women are 
organs of peaceful change is bbth 
unrealistic and sexist.This view of 
women as mystical and peaceful Stc., 
is totally divorced from the lives 
of ordinary working women.Of course 
conditioning has instilled women 
and men with the illusion of diff
erent attituides towards anger and 
violence.Nevertheless conditioning 
can be overcome—women can be angry 
and violent and are.Why should we 
conform to the passivity expected 
of us and which has been rammed down 
our throats for years.

Some women feel they can work more 
effectively if they orgainise 
autonomously and other women are 
active in mixed groups.Obviously 
everyone has the right to decide 
who they want to work with politic
ally. The idea that women are some
how less radical because they work 
in mixed groups is as ridiculous as 
saying women should not work separ
ately.
We should be fighting the causes of 
sexism as well as the obvious symp
toms of it.That is not to say that 
we believe that sexism and all that 
goes with it will suddenly resolve

side.How many times have we heard
some patronising toad say"Don't 
worry love,it'll be alright after
the revolution."Thats not good enough 
because sexism is part of ‘■he jwhole 
system that Oppreseees all of US 
and so its part-of the same fight.
There is no room for complacency.
Fighting class war is our priority 
If we only attack the symptoms,and
not the society in which it is so 
bound up in,they will continue to 
manifest themselves.

Sutism
We think that sexism should be 
fought every day.Men who force their 
attentions on women by being rude, 
insulting,threatening,violent or 
just persistent should be challenged 
and dealt with accordingly.lt is 
unacceptable for anyone to force 
themselves on anybody else.Being 
approached and chatted up is not 
necessarily sexist-women do it to. 
If you don't want to talk to them or 
don't fancy them you can tell them 
to get lost.It's when you've made 
it clear you don't want to talk to 
themand they persist,that the app
roach becomes oppressive and 
sexist.This arrogant and persistent 
attituide is indicative of the 
society that we live in,similarly 
so is pornography.Pornography is 
an extension of power within sexual 
relationships.Which is why porn is 
usually sexist because it is an 
affirmation of male power ie. male 
sexual dominance.
This is a point of much discussion^ 
as are the,other points that have 
been raised.This is not an article 
saying this is what Class War thinks 
and thats it.Obviously there are a 
whole range of opinions and argue- 
ments and this evident within Class 
War itself-as in any other group. 
Women have to push themselves forward 
more,there should be less complac
ency etc.,These are evident in any 
mixed political groups,not least 
within the anarchist movement.

accordingly.lt
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Police face fury in 
siege of fox farm

r

animal exploitation 
round the country.Some 
on the Biorex march 
we handed out a leaflet

resort to lies and slander against 
have openly stated that they in
collaborate with the police to ke 
off the big animal liberation mar

> Ji

believing that we are fasc- 
archers themselves will

CLASS WAR fully supports the movement 
for animal liberation.Many of us are 
active in Hunt Saboteurs groups and take 
part in attacks on
labs and factories
of us got arrested 
last November when
attacking the hypocrisy of the Labour 
Party on the animal rights issue and say
ing that animal liberation would only be 
achieved by smashing the whole power syst 
-em set up by the bosses and politicians 
for their own profit

MOUNTED police were used in 
charges against 2,000 animal 
rights protestors outside a fox
breeding farm yesterday.

Five nundred officers threw a 
cordon around the f«rm. and 
protesters were Jammed up 
against barbed-wire fencing.

Snatch squads were sent in as

Members or uie audience 
who tried to persuade them to 
keep quiet were subjected to 
foul-mouthed abuse.

But eventually the police 
had to be called and' the 
anarchists removed.

the demonstrators hurled clods of 
mud at the police line. There 
were 25 arrests.

The organisers had asked for a 
peaceful protest, but the appeal 
was Ignored by a group carrying t ack anarchist flags.

Class War — or behaviour like that 
of the group of anarchists who did 
their best to wreck the demonstra
tion ’

/At the same time 
approximately 50 people at 
the front decided to sit down 
in the road. Mingling 
amongst these were the 
agitators. After a while this 
protest became more 
aggressive, with insults and 
taunts were thrown at the 
police who up until then had 
handled things quietly.

Added to 
this BUAV organisers were 
aware that a small infil
tration of National Front 
type agitators masquerading 
as Anarchists were present 
distributing leaflets which 
were crude, insulting, 
violent and speciesist. 
The atmosphere became 

more aggressive, and police 
from behind unfortunately 
chose to chai gc in as the tail 
end of the demo filed past. 
Scuffles broke out and 
arrests were made

The pacifist paper Peace News calls us 
’murderous* ’Obscene* ’vile* and ’dis
gusting’ .We’re in good company as they 
have already denounced the A.L.F. as a 
’para-military’ organisation and will 
doubtless soon be grassing them up to 
salve their pacifist consciences.
Ihe ’Liberator’,the paper of the BUAV, 
alleges that we are ’NF type agitators 

^2T'_ueraaing as anarchists’.This stems 
sn our presence a.t the Biorex march
in Islington when we chose to take SOjmC I 
action with the. A.L.F. rather than go- I 
ing to listen to a load of Labour MPs I 
jerking off in Islington town hall as ’ 
the BUAV bureaucrats wanted.

AHlHAL 1-tUtAiJoy 
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SHALTotl ASort,

So" why do we have this unity of the an
archist establishment,the pacifists and 
the aspiring bureaucrats of the animal 
liberation movement against us? 
BECAUSE THEY'RE SHIT SCARED OF THE 
SUCCESS WE'RE HAVING..because we do not 
water down our class hatred or our co
mmitment to class violence as the only 
way to get rid. of the rich scumbags 
and politicians who run our lives..... 
because we are commited to the build
ing of a fighting,combative,anarchist 
movement.... because we believe that
revolutionary change is still on the 
agenda unlike the anarchist establish
ment which happily accepts its status as 
the ’permanent minority voice of reason*. 
Because the pacifists are seeing the coll 
-apse of their CND/Peace camps strategy 
as its impotence becomes obvious to their 
troops who they have led to the top of th 
the hill and led down, again as they did 
in the 60s.They fear a turn to violent 
action by those disillusioned with hold
ing hands and singing.Similarly the bur- 
bureaucrats of the BUAV fear the growing 
militancy of the animal liberation move
ment, the increased daring of its attacks 
on property and confrontations with the 
police.On the contrary we warmly welcome 
the increased ferocity of these attacks 
and will do our best to extend them into 
all areas of enemy held territory.

The anarchist paper FREEDOM now makes 
regular attacks on CLASS WAR.According 
to Freedom we’re a bunch of psycho
paths and they compare us with Dennis 
Nilssen,the Muswell Hill butcher.They 
run a regular anti-CLASS WAR cartoon 
strip which depicts working class kids 
with any fieht in them as total morons.

k
The B.U.A.V. bureaucrats who organised, 
the Biorex march ...i).Tried to stop us 
handing the leaflets out..,ii)Tried. to 
stop us going on the march at all.... .
iii) Asked the police to chuck us off the 
march - open collaboration with the same 
police who protect the labs of the animal 
exploiters and attacked the march outside 
Biorex later - exactly the same as the 
stewards on the Oct.22 C.N.D. march......
iv) Told other demonstrators that we were
the National Front.... v) Tried to stop
us getting into the Town Hall for the pub 
lie meeting.The December issue of their 
paper,the Liberator,surpassed even this 
shit by suggesting that we were either 
the National Front or agenta provocateurs 
paid for by the drug companies!I J!I
Why do the B.U.A.V. bureaucrats act in. 
this way and come up with these blatant 
lies? Beaause they are shit scared of the 
influence of our ideas. Al though the maj
ority of active animal liberationists are 
anarchists the B.U.A.V. bureaucrats are 
Labour party members - thus after the Bio
rex march we had to listen to Labour M.P.s 
- they never invite any anarchist speakers 
They are afraid that the anarchist influ
ence will grow and that they will not be 
able to use the animal rights movement as 
a recruiting ground for the Labour party.

(

rally organised by the
Islington Campaign for
Nuclear Disarmament.

Early on in the meeting a
group of young anarchists 
made a sustained but unsuc
cessful attempt to disrupt the 
proceedings by shouting 
obscenities and blowing whis
tle
As CLASS WAR is the fastest growing and. 
only coherent anarchist group around they 
have to
us•They
tend to
keep us
march in London on May 12th.They describ
ed the police attack on the Biorex march 
as ’unfortunate*' .But they hope that their 
lies will save them from having to use the 
police - that they can fool all the other 
marchers into
ists and that the
keep us off the march.They are typical 
politicians - they think that they can 
fool and dupe people for their own ends 
while claiming that their only interest, 
is the good of the movement.
We in CLASS WAR are commited to the str
uggle for animal liberation and we will 
treat the B.U.A.V. bureaucrats on. May 
12th the same way we did the C.N.D. ste
wards on Oct.22nd. We are going on that 
march and no Labour party power builders 
are going to stop us.In the meantime we 
ask everyone to expose the lies in the 
Liberator and to join us on May 12th 
and other activities beforhand.
KEEP THE ANIMAL LIBERATION MOVEMENT FOR 
ANIMAL LIBERATIONISTS NOT AS VOTING 
FODTER FOR THE LABOUR PARTY! !>

LABOUR leader Neil Kinnock was pelted with cans and 
bottles as he spoke at Britain's biggest ever ban-the-bomb 
rally yesterday.

He was the target of a mob of flag-waving anarchists who had surged 
to the front of a crowd of more than 200,000 in London s Hyde Park. 
After shouting “Liar,bar ” repeatedl , they showered missiles on to tjje_ 
stage from which M
Kinnock was speaking.

Police pounced on the
100-strong anarchist fac
tion and dragged away
youths and girls, three of
them bleeding from cut
heads.

They then drove the
Koup back into the crowd

fore forming a three-
deep guard on the stage.

ANSWER
Mr Kinnock did not

appear to have been hit by
any of the missiles and
continued his speech un
ruffled.

Earlier another group of
anarchists in studded black
leather jackets tried to
take over the stage while
Liberal MP Paddy Ash
down apoke. Six wer
arrested.
While he was at his ora

tory, black flags unfurled in
front of him. Half an hour
before there had been 18 of
them. r As he spoke, the
number of flags grew to 30
or so, sticks and a shoe were
hurled through the air, the
police moved in, and four
men, that I saw, were
dragged out of the crowd. By
the time Mr Kinnock was
quoting Tennyson on a thou
sand years of peace, quite an
active little riot was in pro
gress

• * * • —

But earlier I had bought for
y » lOp, a news-sheet called Class

■ War. Plainly it had nothing
»to do with CND, Under a

At headline, “ Rich Bastards Be
ware.”

They also fear that the violent attacks 
on animal exploitation establishments will 
spill over into violent attacks on other 
parts of this shit society...they fear thi 
that they will not be able to contain or 
control the anger!!

Police dear anarchists I 
from town half meeting^

r“

Liberator Comment
At the recent day of action against the Islington based 

Biorex Laboratories, it was clear for all to see that there was 
a handful of agitators whose sole purpose in attending the 
demonstration was to disrupt it and confront the police. We 
totally condemn these agitators and their blatant and 
deliberate attempts to vandalise our demonstration.

t. Society has, and always 
will, employ agent provocateurs in this role. Whether the 
agitators on the Biorex protest strictly fit this role or not 
perhaps unimportant.
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it is this small 
minority of anarchists who are the 
real wankers in the movement.

Their use of abusive language and
aggressive behaviour

last I squeezed through to the 
outermost circle of black flags. It 
was as if the temperature had 
dropped instantly to zero. A sudden 
barrage of sound blocked out the 
speaker's words — 'Shit! Shitl Shitl 
Shitl Shitl Shitl'

they
began throwing bottles and crushed

a bottle, hurled from 
the midst’of one group of black

up beer cans and these,

flags,




